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Electronic Frontier

Media Law Australia,S New Internet Cencorship Regime
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WWW.free Expressionorg.newswire
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school of law murdoch university}

WWW.Interestingpeple
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www.rasanews.com
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''Traumatic experience of the crausades gave eupose its cultural

awwareness and its unity: ,but this same esperience was destined

heneeforth also too provide the false colour in wich islam was too

appear too westerneyes .not simply becuse the crusades meant

waar and blood shed .so may wars have been wage between

nation,s and subsequently forgottn . and so mane any mosities

viche in ther time seemed in eradi cable have later turned into

friendships. the damage caused by the crusades was not

restricted to a clash of weapons ;it was first and formst,an

intellectual damage _ the poisoning of the western mind against



the muslim world through a deliberate misrepresentation of the

teaching and ideals of islam ,for acrusade was to maintein its

validity,the prophet of the muslims had,of neccessity.to be

stampes as the anti-christ and his crusades,that the ludierous

notion that islam was a religion of crude sensualism and brutal

violence,of and observance of ritual instead of a purfication of

heart,entered the western mind and remainded there,and its was

then that the name of the prophet muhammad-the same

muhammad who had insisted that his owr followers respect the

prophets of other religions-was contemptmptuosly by Europens in

to ''mahound'' -



http://www.jamejamonline.ir/newstext.aspx?newsnum=

100886844802

http://www.jamejamonline.ir/newstext.aspx?newsnum=100886844802
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http://www.leader.ir/

http://www.hamshahrionline.ir/news-116051.aspx
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